Principles relating to the implementation of the CAS award WADA vs RUSADA

Topic

CAS award

Implementation for the Olympic Games
Tokyo 2020 and Olympic Winter Games
Beijing 2022

Organisations’
participation
name

The Award places restrictions on the extent to which Russian
Athletes and Athlete Support Personnel may be associated
with “the name ... and colours of their homeland.”

Athletes to be entered by and represent
the “Russian Olympic Committee” and
use “ROC” as the acronym.

The Award specifically states in the operative part that an
Athlete or Athlete Support Personnel may not: (i) have the
name Russia (in any language or format) on his/her uniform;
or (ii) display publicly the name Russia (in any language or
format) including, “without limitation, on their clothes,
equipment or other personal items or in a publicly visible
manner”, unless “the words ‘neutral athlete’ (or an
equivalent [are] displayed in English in a position and size that
is no less prominent than the name ‘Russia’).“

All public displays of the organisation’s
participant name should use the acronym
“ROC”, not the full name “Russian
Olympic Committee”.

The emblem used during events should not contain the “flag
of the Russian Federation (current or historical), the name
“Russia” (in any language or format), or any national emblem
or other national symbol of the Russian Federation.”

The emblem of the Russian Olympic
Committee:

Emblem

Flags (for
ceremonies, in
protocol sets
and in-venue
and TV
graphics
referring to
athletes)
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“The flag of the Russian Federation (current or historical) may
not be flown or displayed in any official venue or area
controlled by a Signatory or event organiser.”

Implementation for World
Championships in 2021 and 2022
Athletes to be entered by and represent
their National Federation or a
corresponding Association of NFs (i.e.
Russian [sport] Federation or Association
of NFs or NOC (as last resort) or
equivalent official wording) or the
respective acronym.
All public displays should use the acronym
of the respective Russian [sport]
Federation or Association of NFs or NOC
(as last resort).

Flags should include the emblem (with no
wording) of the Russian Olympic
Committee on a white background.

The emblem of the respective Russian
[sport] Federation or Association of NFs
or NOC (as last resort).
Where necessary, the emblem should be
amended to remove any wording or
national symbols (Russian flag, national
Coat of Arms, or other national emblem
or national symbol of the Russian
Federation).
Flags should include the emblem of the
respective Russian [sport] Federation
(with no wording) on a white background
(assuming that such emblem meets the
requirements set out directly above).
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Anthem

Uniforms /
clothing /
Equipment

“The Russian national anthem (or any anthem linked to
Russia) shall not be officially played or sung at any official
event venue or other area controlled by the Signatory or its
appointed event organiser (including, without limitation, at
medal ceremonies and opening / closing ceremonies).”

Russian Athletes/Athlete Support Personnel shall participate
in a uniform to be approved by the relevant Signatory which
shall not contain the flag of the Russian Federation (current or
historical), or any national emblem or other national symbol
of the Russian Federation. If the uniform contains or displays
the name ‘Russia’ (in any language or format), the words
‘neutral athlete’ (or an equivalent) must be displayed in
English in a position and size that is no less prominent than
the name ‘Russia’. For the avoidance of doubt, the uniform
may contain the colours of the flag of the Russian Federation
(current or historical) (collectively or in combination).
The same conditions apply to public displays of the same
elements (i.e. the flag, national emblems/symbols and name),
“including without limitation, on their clothes, equipment or
other personal items or in a publicly visible manner at any
official venue s or other areas controlled by the Signatory or
its appointed Event organiser”.

The Russian Olympic Committee will
submit a proposed musical score to be
played for all ceremonies.
This musical score will be subject to the
IOC Executive Board’s approval as per
Rule 31 of the Olympic Charter.

Replace any Russian flag or Russian
Federation emblem/symbol with the
Russian Olympic Committee emblem.
If the uniform includes the words
“Russian Olympic Committee”, such
wording should be removed all together
or be replaced with the acronym ROC.
If removing the words “Russian Olympic
Committee” is not possible or if the word
“Russia” or “Russian” appears separately,
then the words “Neutral Athlete” for
example must be included in a position
and size that is no less prominent.
For sporting equipment that requires the
use of the country’s acronym, use the
ROC acronym rather than RUS.

The musical score approved by the IOC
Executive Board for the Russian Olympic
Committee can be used at all World
Championships.
Alternatively, the International
Federations can use their own anthem if
appropriate.
Replace any Russian flag or Russian
Federation emblem/symbol with the
Russian [sport] Federation or Association
of NFs or NOC (as last resort) emblem
(assuming such emblem meets the
requirements set out above).
If the uniform contains the words
“Russian [sport] Federation” such
wording should be removed all together
or be replaced with the acronym of the
Russian [sport] Federation or Association
of NFs or NOC (as last resort) emblem.
If removing the words “Russian [sport]
Federation” is not possible or if the word
“Russia” or “Russian” appears separately,
then the words “Neutral Athlete” for
example must be included in a position
and size that is no less prominent.
For sporting equipment that requires the
use of the country’s acronym use the
Russian [sports] Federation or Association
of NFs Association or NOC (as last resort)
acronym rather than RUS.
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